
Notes

At the moment we are using the Error state solution to the Mandatory and Optional field labelling. This creates confusion and is ugly, the Error state 
messaging (under the field line) should only be used on Errors.

The options attached show different ways in highlighting Mandatory or Optional input fileds. Persmnally I feel that Mandatory fields (being the most 
common) shoulkd not be labelled, and the user should automatically consider all fields amndatory apart from the Optional ones that are in someway 
labelled (be it through a (optional) tag in the title or placeholder text in the field. 

The Mandatory or Optional prompt should never be highlighted below the field as it currently is. This Is For Errors Only.

All optional fields should be grouped at the end of each section form area. Mandatory fields are to be filled out first.



<< Back to search results

Personal details

Mandatory, Optional and Auto generated fields - Personal details UI 

The following example id in People - Personal deatils. As shown, Mandaotry fields are 
default so have no label. Optional and Auto generated fields are labelled in brackets.

Reference RevalidationPostPeople Programmes

James Harrison TRAINEE INFORMATION SYSTEM

Valerie Adams - GMC 5235797

Save

L

John
Legal forenames (Optional)Forenames

Mr
Initials (Optional)

Maiden name (Optional)

Title Legal surname (Optional)

Johnny D
Know as

Doe
Surname

PERSONAL

07265594268
Phone Number

Desktop Grid 50/24/5

16px
9px

N1 6FF

07965456764
Address line 2 (Optional)Mobile number

01432354573
PostcodeTelephone number

The Hill
Address line 1

John.Doe@email.com
Email address

CONTACT

16/02/17 - 24/08/18

Lorem Ipsum

Lorem IpsumLorem Ipsum
GDC datesGMC status

43527291010101
GDC status

College

GMC number (Auto) 

928262626
Public health number

Johnny D
GDC number

23/01/17 - 24/09/18
GMC dates

GMC/GDC DETAILS

Address line 4 (Optional)

Address line 3 (Optional)

4 columns at 1200

Update

Auto generated
The example of the auto field is just an example. This might not be an actual 
auto populated field in the system. This example is to show how the line under 
the field is not present, as this data is automatically populated.

Optional fields
Optional fields are labelled with (Optional)


